Alphazed Trading View Indicator
An advanced indicator & strategy supporting Alarms, automated Buy & Sell + TP/SL Triggers
This Expert Advisor is trained on Gold, ideally to track swing trading on the daily chart. It also supports
smaller time frames and allows user modification of parameters to adapt to any chart, stock,
commodity, or forex trading pair.
This indicator is based on Fractal Recognition and Wave Analysis algorithms, using back tested and
proven trading strategies. The developer literally made over 141+ different versions and revisions to this
algorithm during the process of training, and subscribers receive all updates for a lifetime. Alphazed
combines logic from multiple indicators and analysis systems, to give you market direction, trend, as
well as the best entries & exits for hassle free trades.
Engineered as a set it and forget it system, Alphazed is meant to be used with trailing stop loss to ensure
gains are preserved. Additionally, users will get better results by having a lower latency or PING to their
respective brokerage or exchange service.
Price $100 $50 monthly
Yearly $1,000 $420 yearly
with unlimited updates to the trading view indicator.
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Section 1: Double Peak Essentials

In the chart below, we see that the market moves in a wave-like motion, producing peaks and valleys.

The difficult part of analysis is to determine the wave’s inflection points and changes in trend.

ESSENTIALS
Adding the Alphazed Indicator will allow us to identify a top or a bottom in the market.

The Alphazed Indicator will filter the noise…
Here we have the Alphazed Indicator on the chart. The Alphazed Indicator consists of two lines.
Confirmed Tops and Bottoms are established when these two lines converge at the same price point:

ESSENTIALS
The Double Peak Lines will mark the points on the chart whenever price moves in the opposite direction
by a percentage greater than a certain variable.

The Double peak Lines will mark the points on the chart whenever price moves in the opposite direction
by a percentage greater than a certain variable.

Section 2: The Indicator Set
Alphazed Indicator Set

THE INDICATOR SET

The Volatility lines show the market trend and bullish or bearish pressure.

Section 3: Alphazed Entry Signals
Example of Sell Signal

Buy Signals:

Section 4: Money Management
You need to protect your money, it’s that simple. Calculate the risk of your trade. It is recommended no
more than 0.5% risk per trade. Therefore, it is wise to avoid aggressive trading by lowering exposure. A
small sequence of losses could be disastrous.
Set realistic goals and trade conservatively. It is recommended a goal of 3% per month. If you can trade
successfully for three months, then you can decide to become more aggressive.
Admit when you are wrong. We do not have crystal balls. If the probability or trend has changed then
there is no reason to get married to the trade. Alphazed will show you the new trade. Sometimes buyers
are finnicky and you get a buy sell buy sell. The last sell tanks. Or you get a sell buy sell buy into a bull
run. The indicator is set up to catch these inflection points and have you in the most reliable, profitable
trade.
Use a trailing stop to preserve gains, and for example if you trade BTCUSD, use the TPs to trigger the
trailing stop and every tp after to set a tighter trailing step to preserve as much gain as safely as
possible.
Never trade without a stop loss. Do not underestimate the chances of price shocks, such as central bank
announcements, political events, major world news events, etc.

Section 5: Risk Management
You need to protect your money, it’s that simple. • Calculate the risk of your trade. I recommend no
more than 0.5% risk per trade. Therefore, it is wise to avoid aggressive trading by lowering exposure. A
small sequence of losses could be disastrous.
Rule of thumb: Do not trade more than 2% of your total account balance in any given trade, whatsoever.

Section 6: Trading Psychology

Why do traders lose money?
•
•
•
•
•

They don’t cut their losing trades fast enough.
They try to guess the market turning points instead of going in the direction of highest
probability.
They ignore the trend, the current, the stream, like shorting Bitcoin, or any other appreciative
asset, after the step function hits a new (higher) floor price.
They don’t have a strategy/plan and do not stick to that plan. Plan your trade and “trade that
plan”.
They trade with their EMOTIONS, not with their brains. Some traders will become emotional
after experiencing 5 consecutive losing trades and then “revenge trade” thereby risking more
money to make up for a bad day.

You do not have to be anxious about trading. Try to eliminate anxiety by taking your time. There is no
need to jump into a trade immediately.
Stop trading for the day when you made 1% profit and try to do a different activity other than trading.
Stop trading for the day if you are stopped out. Tomorrow is another day.
You need to accept the fact that the market will not immediately move in your favor.
Just like any other business, profits will be gained by consistent, small gains. There is no such thing as
making a “killing”.

